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First-Generation Students Celebrated

On the cover: Melissa Rocha, a sophomore
biomedical engineering major, tests material
samples in her job at Quality Control and Strain
Gauging Lab at the National Institute of Aviation
Research (NIAR). Read more about the student
employment at NIAR on page 5.
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Hello Friends (new and old),

• BIO
Family: Married to Lauren Beastall;
one son, Maxwell, age 8.
Former position: WSU Dean of
the Graduate School and Associate
Vice President of Research and
Technology Transfer
Prior to WSU: Founding member of
the Department of Bioinformatics &
Genomics at the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte.
Ph.D. University of Illinois (2000)
Research area: Modeling and
simulation, high-performance
computing, data analytics,
bioinformatics, and protein engineering
Tenure: Tenured professor in both
biomedical engineering and chemistry

I am honored to have been selected as the
next dean of the College of Engineering at
WSU. The College has made great strides
under the leadership of Dean Bowden
and Interim Dean Skinner, and my biggest
priority is to maintain this momentum.
The college has many priorities, however.
At times they can seem at odds with
each other. Are we an urban-serving
access-oriented university, or are we a
research university? Are we a traditional
college of engineering, or are we a more
modern, interdisciplinary incarnation?
We don’t need to make a choice. In his
book “Good to Great,” author Jim Collins
says to achieve greatness we must reject
“the tyranny of the OR” and embrace the
“genius of the AND.”
From conception, Wichita State has
always embraced its urban-serving role.
Providing a high-quality, yet affordable
education will always be central to our
mission. At the same time, Wichita
State has become a national research
powerhouse with annual awards
surpassing $100M for the first time
last year. These roles are not in conflict,
but actually enhance what we offer our
students. The most compelling reason
why an undergraduate student should

Dean’s message

Dennis R. Livesay, PhD
dean of engineering

attend a research university is so they
too can participate in the creation of
new knowledge.
The development occurring on the
Innovation Campus both grows the
Wichita economy and increases learnby-doing opportunities. Moreover, we
are closing the physical divide between
us and our industrial partners—sometimes
to as little as 10 vertical feet as Spirit
AeroSystems R&D will be on the second
floor of the P2 building, directly above
our new dean’s office and Engineering
Student Success Center. This proximity
facilitates close collaboration on the
training we provide to our students.
The WSU College of Engineering has
always been a leader in embracing “the
AND”—which becomes clear as you browse
through this issue of the Engineering
Innovator. Going forward, my goal is
for us to more visibly and deliberately
embrace “the AND”—to better tell our
complete story—and ensure the College is
internationally recognized for its impact.
Thanks for reading.
Dennis R. Livesay, PhD
Professor and Dean
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Innovation
Student-Centered
Spaces Open on
Innovation Campus
‘We would love for
members of industry to
make it a habit to come
to the ESSC, grab coffee,
and interact with students
to plan the future.’

In June 2018, the College
of Engineering Dean’s
Office and the Engineering
Student Success Center
moved into a 46,400
sq. ft., public-private
partnership building on
the Innovation Campus
known as “Partnership 2.”

Here students have
access to a lounge with
free coffee, a new GEEKS Tutoring & Academic Success Center, office
and meeting space for student organizations, and a multi-purpose
room ideally suited to lunch presentations—it’s equipped with stateof-the-art audio visual equipment as well as banquet-serving counters,
refrigerators, a microwave and a sink.

The Engineering Student Success Center now includes
office space for student organizations.

Free coffee and a space to hang-out with friends makes
the new Engineering Student Success Center a draw.

The timing of this new space is perfect as the GEEKS tutoring program
had outgrown its old room, and the ESSC has added additional student
support staff. The move also brings students into closer proximity to
industry professionals working on the Innovation Campus. Airbus has a
building across the plaza, while FirePoint Innovation Center is across the
hall. Spirit AeroSystems will move its R&D operation to the second floor
of P2 this year.
Another goal is to close the gap between WSU and our industry partners.
“We would love for members of industry to make it a habit to come to
the ESSC, grab coffee, and interact with students to plan the future,”
said Dr. Steven Skinner, associate dean of the College of Engineering.
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Booths in the Engineering Student Success Center have
become a favorite quiet place to eat.

GEEKS Tutoring Aids Retention
WSU College of Engineering provides free, drop-in tutoring for 80 math, physics, engineering
and computer science courses. Undergraduate peer tutors staff what is known as the GEEKS
Tutoring & Academic Success Center on Mondays through Fridays, 53 hours a week, when class
is in session. There were 4,732 visits recorded during the 2017-18 academic year, with visits
averaging an hour in length. This free tutoring is intended to help students succeed in their
coursework so they can persist to graduation. It has proven to be the College’s most effective
retention program with 82% of freshmen who used GEEKS returning to college the following
year. This compares with an overall freshmen retention rate of 62%.
For a full course list, visit wichita.edu/GEEKS

GEEKS is the
College’s most
effective retention
program with 82%
of freshmen who
use it returning the
following year.

A student works a problem on a white board in GEEKS.

The new GEEKS tutoring space in Partnership 2 is light-filled and spacious.
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WSU students at
work in NIAR's Quality
Control and Strain
Guaging Lab

NIAR Provides Students
with Income and Applied
Learning Experiences
Melissa Rocha, a sophomore majoring in
biomedical engineering, is one of more
than 200 WSU College of Engineering
students working at the National
Institute for Aviation Research for
companies that contract with NIAR.
These jobs provide students with both
hands-on, applied learning opportunities,
as well as income to cover college costs.
NIAR works with more than a hundred
companies and organization through the
nation and globally, according to Tracee
Friess, NIAR director of communications
and special programs. These organizations
include the Federal Aviation Administration,
U.S. Department of Defense, General
Atomics, Textron Aviation, Spirit
AeroSystems, Boeing, The Spaceship
Company and Triumph Aerostructes.
“Some students work for a NIAR lab and
get experience with projects and contacts
from multiple companies,” Friess said.
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Job opportunities provided by NIAR are
a critical aspect of WSU’s commitment
to applied learning. Students have that
these hands-on, learning-by-doing
opportunities are better prepared to enter
the workforce upon graduation and are
ready to immediately be productive upon
being hired.

“I have noticed that working at NIAR has
been very beneficial for me,” Rocha said,
Student workers typically work 20 to
even
though her work doesn’t directly
30 hours a week, earning between $8
relate
to her major field of biomedical
and $22 an hour, for jobs that include
engineering.
“It is really teaching me
computer-aided design and analysis,
about
working
with a deadline, while
test preparation and set-up, material
working
with
a
team and communicating,
inspection, data input and report
which
are
very
important
skills to have.”
generation. Most but not all of these jobs
are located on the WSU main campus or
the adjacent Innovation Campus.

“Students work daily with NIAR engineers
and technicians and government and
industry clients,” Friess said. “This mix of
practical knowledge, resume-boosting skills
and industry connections gives them a
major advantage over other new graduates
with little or no industry experience.”
Rocha works in the Quality Control and
Strain Gauging Lab, evaluating material
specimens, looking for cracks or other
irregularities. “After visual inspections I
do machine integrity and dimensioning
on specimens which is making sure they
are parallel and their dimensions fit the
required tolerances.”

Wichita State student Michael Hamlin works at FirePoint Innovations Center.
Photo Credit: Alyssa Calbert

Engineering Students Work
as Analysts for U.S. Army
FirePoint Innovation Center, a
partnership between Wichita State
and the U.S. Army, operates on the
first floor of the Partnership 2 building,
directly across from the WSU College
of Engineering Dean’s Office. Here
engineering students outnumber the
professional staff in yet another example
of applied learning that brings students,
university researchers and industry
together on the Innovation Campus.
FirePoint was created with a $1.9
million two-year contract from the U.S.
Army Aviation and Missile Research,
Development and Engineering Center.
The university hopes this contract will
lead to more work for the Army.

align with the technical areas that the
Army is asking us to focus on.”
The current focus in on two areas—next
generation medium-sized helicopters
and tactical unmanned aerosystems—so
that the United States can maintain a
technological edge over countries such as
China and Russia.
Students work 20 to 30 hours a week
as analysts, researching developing
technology and identifying potential
partners for the Army. They don’t deal in
classified information, only that which is
publicly available.
Freshman Michael Hamlin, a computer
science major, has worked with senior
Kevin Wilhelm on 3D printing research.
Wilhelm, a mechanical engineering major,
is collaborating on computer projects that
are outside his usual area.

“The Army gives us specific technology
areas they want us to work on,” said
Peter Perna, FirePoint executive director.
“Typically, it involves either market
research or technical research that the
students help us do. The market research “I’m thrilled by how much variety I’m
might involve identifying potential
getting,” Hamlin said. “It’s a great work
collaborators, identifying potential
environment. You can be working on one
technologies and analyzing technologies
topic and then you move over and assist
that the Army might be interested in that a person with a very different topic.”

Kansas Sen. Jerry Moran, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on
Military Construction, Veterans Affairs
and Related Agencies, wants to see such
partnerships grow. In November, Moran
brought the U.S. Air Force Undersecretary
Matthew Donovan and other top officials
to Wichita to tour the Innovation Campus.
"Wichita offers the expertise, capacity
and desire to be an epicenter of talent,
innovation and efficiency for the Air Force,
and I am committed to making certain
the Pentagon remains acutely aware of
the ways the Wichita area can serve the
Department of Defense," Moran said.
Perna said he is most excited about the
involvement of students. “At FirePoint
we have six computer science and
engineering students working with us to
support our work for the Army. We’ve only
got three and a half professional staff, so
we actually have more students than we
have professional staff.” Perna said he
hopes to hire more students in the future.
Source: WSU Strategic Communications,
The Sunflower, The U.S. Army, The Wichita
Eagle and KWCH
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College of Engineering Innovators
Receive Recognition
Pioneer Award

The Pioneer Award is given to someone “who makes things happen.”

Bright Future Award

Bright Future Awards are given to one outstanding student from
each college on the recommendation of their dean.

Dr. Vinod Namboodiri, associate professor of electrical engineering

Dr. Vinod Namboodiri, associate professor of electrical
engineering, was recognized for his passion to create a lowcost, easy to use, and reliable wayﬁnding system for the
blind and visually impaired. He is developing a smartphone,
beacon-based wayfinding system called SmartCityGuide that
uses Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons to provide ﬁnegrained, customized, turn-by-turn navigation within or across
indoor and outdoor spaces. The Pioneer award recognizes
Dr. Namboodiri’s vision, scientific expertise, and productive
collaborations with the Nation Science Foundation, Envision
Research Institute, the City of Wichita, and Wichita State
graduate and undergraduate students.

Ryan Becker, biomedical engineering graduate student

Ryan Becker, Graduate School
Ryan Becker is a biomedical engineering graduate student
advised by Dr. Kim Cluff. Becker’s wearable tech invention—
a biometric tracking temporary tattoo that is able to track a
person's heart rate and relay the information to an app on
a user’s smartphone. He has won multiple awards in pitch
competitions both local and national.

Innovation Award winners received 3D-printed wheatshocks.

Seyed Ali Cheraghi, electrical engineering graduate student

Seyed Ali Cheraghi, College of Engineering
Seyed Ali Cheraghi is an electrical engineering graduate student
advised by Dr. Vinod Namboodiri who has developed multiple
smartphone application to ad navigation for the blind and
visually impaired These applications have been filed for
a patent, with him listed as co-inventor, and he has won a
Shocker I-Corp Award.
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Wichita State College of Engineering faculty, students and partners were well represented when the 2018 WSU Innovation Awards
were presented in January 2019.

Patents

Several faculty were recognized for patents received for new
inventions, including:

Shocker Innovation Corps Fellows

The Shocker Innovation Corps Fellow Award goes to faculty and
staff who have participated in the Shocker I-Corps program by
exploring the commercial potential for their technology. WSU
College of Engineering recipients include:
Dr. Wei Wei, assistant professor of mechanical engineering
Dr. James Steck, professor of aerospace engineering
Dr. Bhisham Sharma, assistant professor of aerospace engineering
Dr. Scott Miller, professor of aerospace engineering
Dr. Sergio Salinas, assistant professor of electrical engineering
and computer science
Dr. Ali Eslami, assistant professor of electrical engineering and
computer science
Dr. Vinod Namboodiri, associate professor of electrical
engineering and computer science

Dr. Hyuck Kwon, professor of electrical
engineering and computer science

Dr. Hyuck Kwon, professor of electrical engineering and
computer science, for patents in system and method for
generating exact symbol error rates of frequency-hopped signals
(with Khan Pham); for spreading sequence system for full
connectivity in a relay network (with Khanh Pham and Ji Yang);
for system and method for channel probability mass function
dependent frequency hopping (with Khanh Pham and Matthew
Hannon) for hexaferrite slant and slot MIMO antenna element
(with Chandana K. K. Jayasooriya, Yang-Ki Hong and Ryan Syslo).
Dr. Ramazan Asmatulu, professor of mechanical engineering, for
a composite magnetic nanoparticle drug delivery system (with
Hath Misak, Shang-You Yang and Paul Wooley) and for system
and method for recycling of pre-impregnated composite fibers
(with Vamsidhar Patlolla).
Dr. Vis Madhavan, professor of industrial, systems, and
manufacturing engineering, for an apparatus and method for
simulating machining and other forming operations.

Community Partner Award

Envision Inc. is a Wichita non-profit that provides support
services and jobs to the blind and vision-impaired. In 2016,
Envision began partnering with Wichita State on research
to improve the quality of life for the visually impaired.
Partnerships with the College of Engineering include research
by Dr. Vinod Namboodiri and his graduate students, who are
developing way-finding solutions for the visually impaired,
and with the Biomedical Engineering Department, which
provides programming for an annual summer camp for
visually impaired youth.

Innovation Partner Award

Spirit AeroSystems is a strong supporter of the programs
at Wichita State and WSU Tech, providing applied learning
opportunities for students and conducting research through the
National Institute for Aviation Research. Now they are an on-site
partner in the new Partnership 2 building, slated to occupy nearly
10,000 square feet of space for applied learning, joint strategic
research projects, and improved workforce training services to
meet growing demands of the aerospace industry.
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BME Graduate Develops Invention
to Address Infant Mortality
Tammy Dorsey, a mother of five, came up with an invention to
reduce infant mortality while working on her bachelor’s degree
in biomedical engineering, which she received in May 2018. Now
she’s developing a plan to bring it to market while seeking a
master’s degree in Innovation and Design.
Her invention, Pedi-Cell, is a non-invasive diagnostic tool that
allows doctors to assess a baby’s oxygen levels during delivery.
“The engineering degree helped me come up with the innovation,
and the master’s program will help me figure out what to do with
it,” said Dorsey, whose master’s advisor is Dr. Jeremy Patterson,
director of WSU’s Institute for Interdisciplinary Creativity.
One in 10 babies suffers from fetal acidosis, or a lack of oxygen
during birth. Fetal acidosis can happen for dozens of reasons.
When babies are in acidosis, they expel carbon dioxide like
normal. However, hydrogen levels spike, which causes the acidity
to build up in the blood. Organs and tissues are affected, causing
a degree of complications that could be life long, chronic and, in
extreme cases, cause death.
“I want the doctors to know when the baby is in trouble so they
can make decisions that’s best for the situation,” Dorsey said.
Current external monitors are used to tell how strong contractions
are and to read heart rates. Based on the data collected,
doctors make a judgment call based on the intensity of uterine
contractions to determine how it affects fetal oxygenation, leaving
a 50 percent margin of error. Dorsey’s new device gives doctors a
quantitative number to make decisions instead of guessing.
9

With Pedi-Cell, there’s a sensor on one end that detects the pH
and a pH meter line on the other to display the output. As long as
the mother is dilated and her water has broken, the tool can be
inserted in utero. The Pedi-Cell can touch any part of the baby’s
body to get a reading.
“Doctors I’ve talked to would say, ‘If we can fix this, it will be a
game changer,’” Dorsey said.
Her invention won first place and $10,000 in the 2018 Shocker New
Venture competition and the Healthcare Innovation award, which
came with $1,000. Dorsey also won the Boeing Company Award of
Excellence and Best of Show award, the Learjet Award of Excellence
and second place for the Engineering Open House Award.
In September, she received a scholarship from the Institute
for Biomedical Entrepreneurship (IBE) to participate in its
educational five-day program in Cambridge, MA. This program
trains biomedical researchers in how to be successful in the
marketplace. She’s also been accepted to the 2019 Women’s
Business Enterprise National Student Entrepreneur Program
(WBENC SEP) in Baltimore this summer.
Dorsey hopes to start the process to have her device approved by
the FDA and put the Pedi-Cell on the market, making a positive
impact on the prenatal industry and make the U.S. a safer place
to give birth.
Source: Reyane Alfraih, WSU Strategic Communications

Wichita State Gets
$813,000 Grant
to Boost Minority
STEM Enrollment
Wichita State University has been awarded $813,000 to boost
enrollment and retention of students underrepresented in
science, technology, engineering and math. The funds are part of
a larger $3 million, five-year National Science Foundation grant
awarded to Kansas State University, which is sharing grant funds
with a statewide coalition of universities and community colleges.
The Kansas Louis Stokes Alliances for Minority Participation
(KS-LSAMP) program is named for a long-term African American
congressman from Ohio. In addition to WSU, participating
institutions include Kansas State University, Barton County
Community College, Dodge City Community College, Donnelly
College, Garden City Community College, Seward County
Community College/Area Technical School in Liberal.
The overall goal of the program is to double the number of
underrepresented minorities graduating with bachelor's degrees
in STEM fields from Kansas State University and Wichita
State University within the five years of the proposed project.
Underrepresented minorities include African Americans,
Hispanics and Native Americans.
The grant funds new initiatives to complement those already in
place, in order to provide student support for students at critical
junctures, such as the transition from high school to college,
from a two-year to a four-year institution, and freshman-tosophomore transitions at four-year institutions.
“We are pleased to be able to participate in this state-wide
grant program as it will ultimately help WSU retain more
underrepresented students in STEM fields,” said Wichita
State Provost Rick Muma.

graduate assistants, and undergraduate student mentors to
learn hypothesis formation, data collection, and analysis and
reporting. Students also will engage collaboratively through
leadership and team-building activities. Presentations from
additional faculty provides students broad exposure to research
areas, and partnership with student affairs and other divisions
will introduce students to support structures across campus.
“Diversity is not an afterthought. It is who we are and who we want
to be at WSU. It is central to a successful, vibrant community,”
said Kimberly Engber, dean of the Cohen Honors College.
WSU College of Engineering will host a residential “bridge”
program for up to 20 underrepresented freshmen each year, the
week before the fall semester begins. The Shocker Engineering
Academy (SEA) program will help students build relationships
with each other, student mentors and faculty, as well as receive
math skills assessment and tutoring. Participants will also work
with faculty to design and build a product, developing both
engineering and entrepreneurial skills. Once the semester begins,
these students will work with mentors throughout the school
year to ensure college connection and academic persistence.
Finally, the program intends to offer undergraduate research
grants to up to eight underrepresented students per year.
“We are thrilled for the funding to restart a bridge program for
underrepresented students. When we previously had this kind
of program from 2012-15, we saw a significant bump in first-year
to second-year retention among those who participated,” said
Dr. Jan Twomey, associate dean of the College of Engineering.

Wichita State’s Dorothy and Bill Cohen Honors College will
host a Summer Research Institute for freshmen or community
college transfer students. Up to ten students will gain immersive
research experience, working with research faculty members,
10

Students

Jacob Griffith
Jacob Griffith has been awarded a National Science
Foundation (NSF) Graduate Research Fellowship to
support his pursuit of a master’s degree in biomedical
engineering at Wichita State. Griffith completed his
bachelor’s degree in biomedical engineering in May 2018.
The NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program (NSFGRFP) is the most prestigious graduate assistantship
award provided by the NSF.

Luis Cisneros
Luis Cisneros, a senior in mechanical engineering,
was sure to follow up when he learned of an
internship at a NASA at a Kansas City career
fair. He went online, applied and ended up
spending 10 weeks interning at NASA in
Mountain View, California.
He spent time working on projects related to the
Mars 2020 mission, as well as electric vertical
takeoff vehicles that are human operated,
which he called the most-memorable part of
the internship.
“I learned a lot about the technology that's out
there. Flying cars will be here in the near future,”
Cisneros predicted.
When he graduates, Cisneros hopes to land a fulltime engineering job at an organization such as
Tesla or SpaceX, but is open to other opportunities.
He says his experience with NASA has helped
teach him valuable skills that will help him
reach his goals.

Griffith was chosen as one of 2,000
in a national competition that drew
more than 12,000 applicants.
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Griffith was chosen as one of 2,000 in a national
competition that drew more than 12,000 applicants.
The fellowship provides three years of financial
support—a $34,000 annual stipend and $12,000
cost-of-education allowance to the graduate institution.
The NSF-GRFP was launched in 1952, shortly after Congress
established the NSF. Its purpose is to recruit high-potential,
early career scientists and engineers as researchers.
Griffith is also a Wallace Scholar, a winner of the WSU
College of Engineering’s most prestigious scholarship
competition. As an undergraduate, he served as an
Engineering Ambassador and as a mentor to first-year
engineering students. He is also a member of Tau Beta
Pi, the engineering honor society.
Dr. Kim Cluff, who employs Griffith in his Biomedical
Sensors, Imaging and Modeling Engineering lab, said
Griffith has shown himself to be a creative thinker and
a hard worker. “He is very dedicated and has incredible
work ethic—putting in many long hours into the research
in addition to his undergraduate studies.” He called
Griffith’s role integral to Cluff’s own research to develop
new wearable biomedical sensors.
Griffith comes from Delphos, Kansas, a town of 400. He
said he was initially interested in aerospace engineering
and chose Wichita State for that reason, but then
switched majors. “I chose biomedical engineering
because of the ability to solve problems in the medical
realm through the application of engineering principles.”

Enrique Rodriguez
Enrique Rodriguez, a senior computer science major, found
an internship in company that at first glance has nothing
to do with coding: Freddy’s Frozen Custard & Steakburgers.
Rodriguez wasn’t flipping burgers though. He worked with a
small team to code custom websites for the corporate office.
Rodriguez said the applied learning experience really helped
him grow as a developer and student.

As a resident of Lewisville, Texas—located
in the Dallas metro area—Linda Harl
qualified for in-state tuition under the
Shocker Cities discounted tuition plan.

Linda Harl
Linda Harl is not your typical 18-year-old freshman
aerospace engineering major. She arrived having
already completed 70 hours of college coursework
while attending Texas Academy of Mathematics and
Science (TAMS), a residential early entrance college
program at the University of North Texas.
Harl says math comes second-nature to her, as her
father is an advanced mathematics teacher and
her mom, an accountant, and she wanted a fasterpaced education TAMS offered.
Harl thrived in the program and qualified to become
a Koch Honor Scholar at Wichita State. That
scholarship—combined with the ability to pay instate tuition—made Wichita State the best value
option she could find. “Affordability was very high
up there on my college wish list,” Harl said.
As a resident of Lewisville, Texas—located in the
Dallas metro area—Harl qualified for in-state tuition
under the Shocker Cities discounted tuition plan
offered to students from the Dallas, Oklahoma City,
Tulsa and Kansas City metro areas.
Harl will also be working as an undergraduate
research assistant through the NASA Jumpstart
program, which selects students on the basis
of maturity, motivation and potential. Harl is
working for Dr. Scott Miller, chair of the Aerospace
Engineering Department, on a project aimed at
inspiring those with vision-impairments to learn
about and pursue aerospace engineering in ways
previously closed to them.
“Research has been everything I have imagined it to be
and I am truly honored that this program took a chance
on me so that I may achieve my dreams,” Harl said.

“My skills in web and database development have increased
immensely thanks to this position. It has also helped me
improve my planning and organizational skills.”
While interning along with finishing his degree, Rodriguez
experienced first-hand the modern workplace, sometimes
working from home or at the university between classes.
“In this position, especially as a student finishing my degree,
I have had to adapt to changing schedules and shifting
deadlines. I believe that being mobile and adaptable is the
future of the workplace,” he said.
Getting hands-on experience at Freddy’s has helped Rodriguez
gain confidence in his abilities that he will take with him once
he graduates.
“This experience has taught me how to approach a real-world
problem and design and develop a comprehensive solution.
When users interact with my programs, I receive great
feedback which helps build my confidence in my skill.
It’s also taught him there are good software development jobs
in seemingly unlikely places.
“Working for Freddy’s has shown me that there is opportunity
in every industry to improve with technology, especially
software development, which is the heart of that technology.”
Source: Kiley Burris, WSU Career Development Center

‘This experience has taught
me how to approach a
real-world problem and
design and develop a
comprehensive solution.’
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Megan Taflinger
Megan Taflinger grew up in Leona Valley, a small town
in California, where she worked on cars, spent time with
her family and played volleyball. She knew she wanted
to play collegiate volleyball—but also study engineering.
She found the right opportunity at Wichita State.
During a volleyball camp at UCLA, Taflinger caught the eye
of an assistant coach at UCLA with a friend at Wichita
State. That led to an offer to play for the Shockers.

‘Opening the minds of these students has
been one of the most gratifying experiences
I have had since coming to college.’

Zane Storlie
Zane Storlie is a first-generation college student who has
distinguished himself a number of ways on campus—as
well as in Wichita elementary schools, where he is known
to hundreds of children as the guy who teaches code.
As a freshman, Storlie designed a three-unit curriculum
to teach Scratch coding to elementary-school age
students. He then taught a team of engineering
and computer science students how to teach the
curriculum. The curriculum was successfully piloted
in a few schools the first year; last year Storlie’s team
taught 300 elementary school students—some as young
as kindergarten—in 12 Wichita schools. Another 300
children are being taught Scratch this year, as well as
teachers and librarians, so they can teach more students.
“Opening the minds of these students has been one of the
most gratifying experiences I have had since coming to
college. This was one of the factors that made me consider
going on to graduate school and possibly even pursuing
a PhD,” Storlie wrote in his essay for the High Touch Pat
Riddle Memorial Scholarship. Storlie is the 2018 recipient
of the $10,000 scholarship, established to honor Riddle,
a former High Touch employee who died of cancer.

After redshirting her freshman season, Taflinger is now
a sophomore and an instrumental player on the team.
“Every day that goes by, Megan is a six-rotation player,”
WSU Head Coach Chris Lamb said. She sets new
personal records, week by week.
“Every time I play better than I did, it just brings more
confidence in the fact that I belong out on the court,”
Taflinger said. “There’s always that thought in the back on
my head asking me if I’m good enough to play. Every time
I get better, it reassures me that I should be out there.”
Off of the court, Taflinger is a double major in biomedical
and mechanical engineering.
“My dad is a mechanical engineer, and I grew up helping
him work on cars and engines and I loved doing it,”
Taflinger said. “I really want to do well in school, and I
want to do well in volleyball.”
She said work ethic is key to both: “It’s all about working
hard and getting the job done.”
Source: Marshall Sunner for The Sunflower

Photo credit: Wichita State Athletics

“Zane continues our tradition of honoring young people who
we think will make a valuable impact in the technology
community,” said High Touch CEO Wayne Chambers.
Storlie, a 2016 graduate of Haysville Campus High School,
is a first-generation college student who came through the
Upward Bound Math and Science TRIO program. He is now a
TRIO McNair Scholar, a program that provides undergraduate
research experiences to first-generation students who
demonstrate potential to pursue doctoral studies. Storlie
plans to research methods of teaching Scratch.
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‘I really want to do well in school, and
I want to do well in volleyball.’

2018 Scholarship Winners
Garner Top Awards
Engineering and computer science
students at Wichita State are winners of
some of the university’s most prestigious
scholarships. The Wallace Scholarship
program, endowed by the late Dwane and
Velma Wallace in 1976, is probably the
best known, but it is just one of several
benefiting COE majors.

2018 National Merit Scholars
Colin Beal, aerospace engineering
Corbin Prichard, engineering technology

The National Merit Scholarship covers
tuition, fees and on-campus room
and board plus a book allowance. Its
estimated value over four years is
$80,000 for in-state students and
$112,000 for non-residents. Recipients are
eligible if they are named a National Merit
Finalist or Hispanic Honor Scholar.

2018 Rudd Foundation Scholar
Sara Amend, aerospace engineering

The Rudd Foundation offers a four-year
scholarship program that covers any
remaining cost of attendance for students
who qualify for a Pell Grant. In addition to
living on campus and carrying a full load
of classes towards their college degree,
scholars participate in many developmental
activities outside the classroom,
networking with leaders in their future
professions, building strong relationships

among themselves, and serving others
through an active and connected alumni
association after graduation.

2018 Harry Gore Memorial Scholar
Jillian Newfield, mechanical engineering

Three Wichita State Students receive the
Harry Gore Memorial Scholars worth $64,000
over four years. To be eligible, high school
seniors must have a minimum 3.5 GPA, ACT
27 or 1280 SAT or be in the top 10 percent of
their class and compete in the Distinguished
Scholars Invitational held in November.

2018 Koch Honor Scholars

Jonathan Coleman, mechanical engineering
Whitney Crawford, aerospace engineering
Benjamin George, computer engineering
Linda Harl, aerospace engineering
Alexander King, biomedical engineering
Micah Self, biomedical engineering
Chase Williams, electrical engineering
Koch Honor Scholars receive up to
$30,000 (in-state) or $60,000 (out-ofstate) for up to four years of study to
pursue degrees in engineering or business.
To be eligible, students must have a
minimum 3.7 GPA, ACT score of 27, or SAT
composite of 1280.

2018 Wallace Scholars

Cade Anderson, mechanical engineering
Sarah Avino, biomedical engineering

Colin Beal, aerospace engineering
Jonathan Coleman, mechanical engineering*
Matthew Doerneman, mechanical engineering
Bo Henry, aerospace engineering
Brett Herrman, undecided engineering
William Johnston, aerospace engineering
Alexander King, biomedical engineering*
Davin Sonexarth, undecided engineering
Ashely Stroh, biomedical engineering
Wesley Valentine, mechanical engineering
Riley Ziegler, aerospace engineering
Wallace Scholars receive $28,000 each to
attend Wichita State for four years and join
a community of more than 40 engineering
students from every class and nearly every
major in the College of Engineering. Selection
is based on recipients’ high school GPA,
ACT score and performance at the annual
Wallace Invitational for Scholarships in
Engineering (WISE). In November, 233 high
school seniors from 14 states competed for
the honor. *Indicates students designated
as Wallace Scholars but receiving money
from the Koch Honor Scholarship.

2018 Raza Scholars

Khalid Raza struggled financially as he
worked to complete a master’s degree
industrial engineering from Wichita State
in 1992. In 2017, he sold a cloud-based
networking company he co-founded
called Viptela to Cisco for $610 million.
Raza decided to give back to help
other struggling students, pledging
$750,000 toward scholarships for highachieving students (2.75 GPA or higher)
with financial need. During 2018-19, 46
students became the first recipients,
receiving scholarships totaling $95,000
with an average award of $2,065.
High school seniors
participate in the design
challenge during the Wallace
scholarship competition.
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Faculty

Marina Rani, an engineering educator in computer engineering, teaches
a class in Digital Design, a requirement of most engineering majors.

Wichita State College of
Engineering Adds 11 New Faculty
Wichita State University College of Engineering hired 11 new faculty members in 2018, 45 percent of whom are women. They are joining
an award-winning faculty who create environments where engineering and computer science students learn and conduct research side
by side with students from other disciplines, faculty, and industry.

Dr. Elnaz Banan Sadeghian
Dr. Elnaz Banan Sadeghian is an assistant professor
in the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science. She received her PhD in electrical
and computer engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology.
Prior to joining WSU, she was a senior digital signal processing
engineer at Qualcomm Company. Her areas of expertise include
algorithm design for telecommunications systems (data storage)
and assistive technologies. Her research interests include digital
communication, machine learning, and pattern recognition. She is
teaching signal processing.

Dr. Enkhsaikhan (EK) Boldsaikhan
Dr. Enkhsaikhan (EK) Boldsaikhan is assistant
professor in the Department of Industrial,
Systems & Manufacturing Engineering. He
earned his PhD in materials engineering and science. He also
holds master’s and bachelor’s degrees in computer science.
Dr. Boldsaikhan’s research areas include industrial robotics and
automation, friction stir welding for aerospace applications,
signal processing, and smart manufacturing. Previously,
Dr. Boldsaikhan was a researcher in the WSU-NIAR Robotics
and Automation lab and the WSU-NIAR Advanced Joining
and Processing lab. He is teaching industrial automation.
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Jennifer Hadley
Jennifer Hadley is an educator in the Department
of Engineering Technology. She is a mechanical
engineer and mathematics teacher with
experience in consulting engineering, manufacturing, and project
management. Hadley earned her B.S. in mechanical engineering
from the University of Kansas. She went on to complete WSU’s
Transition to Teaching program and is completing an M.S. in
mechanical engineering both from Wichita State University. She
has taught math from algebra through calculus in both public
and private schools before becoming an engineering educator.

Tania Jareen
Tania Jareen will be joining at the Department
of Engineering Technology in spring 2019 as an
engineering educator teaching cybersecurity.
She received her master's degree in electrical engineering
with a concentration in computer networking from Wichita
State University. Currently, she works as a network engineer
at Purdue University, managing high-speed networks that
connect researchers and scientists across the world. She also
worked in Cox Communications, one of the leaders in the
internet broadband communities. She is one of six women in
the United States selected for the National Science Foundation
and Department of Energy-supported award to build the world’s
fastest and most powerful network. She will be teaching
networking programs and database applied courses.

Dr. Yang-Seon Kim
Dr. Yang-Seon Kim is an assistant professor in
the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
She holds a PhD in mechanical engineering from
Pennsylvania State University. Before joining WSU, she worked
as a postdoctoral fellow at the Building Technology and Urban
Systems Division at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
Her research looks at developing a novel method to assess the
impact of building occupants on energy usage and performance,
ventilation and indoor air quality. Dr. Kim is teaching the
thermodynamics course.

Dr. Yongkuk Lee
Dr. Yongkuk Lee is an assistant professor in
the Department of Biomedical Engineering. He
received his PhD in electrical engineering from
West Virginia University. Prior to joining WSU, Dr. Lee was
a postdoctoral fellow in mechanical engineering at Georgia
Institute of Technology. His research interests lie in the
development of skin-like electronics. These unusual electronics
have similar mechanical properties with the human skin and
can be used for long-term, real-time health monitoring, humancomputer/machine interface, and in vivo/in vitro disease
diagnostics. Dr. Lee is teaching the Design of Biodevices course.

Dr. Saideep Nannapaneni
Dr. Saideep Nannapaneni is an assistant
professor in the Department of Industrial,
Systems, and Manufacturing Engineering.
He received his PhD in civil engineering with specialization
in risk and reliability from Vanderbilt University. His research
interests are in computational reliability, probabilistic surrogate
modeling, uncertainty quantification, and Bayesian informatics
with applications to a variety of manufacturing, aerospace, and
cyber-physical systems. Dr. Nannapaneni is teaching Reliability
and Maintainability Engineering.

Lincoln Schroeder
Lincoln Schroeder is an engineering educator in
the Department of Engineering Technology. He
retired from Air Force active duty after working 16
years in Department of Defense Cyber Red Teams. Mr. Schroeder
led teams and developed standards for conducting adversaryperspective penetration tests of networks, information systems,
secured physical areas, and operations security. He oversaw
the training and development of tens of thousands of leaders,
operators, network administrators, users, and other personnel.
Mr. Schroeder is teaching the undergraduate cybersecurity courses.

Dr. Wujun Si
Dr. Wujun Si is an assistant professor in
the Department of Industrial, Systems and
Manufacturing Engineering. He received his PhD
in Industrial Engineering at Wayne State University. His research
focuses on engineering statistics and data analytics with various
industrial applications including reliability and quality assurance,
machinery diagnostics and prognosis, risk and safety evaluation,
optimal maintenance scheduling, operations management and
decision-making for complex manufacturing and production
systems. He is teaching risks and reliability.

Dr. Gergely Zaruba
Dr. Gergely Zaruba is a professor and the new chair of the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
(See page 18.)

Dr. Zahra Nili
Dr. Zahra Nili is an assistant professor in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering. She
received her PhD in mechanical engineering, with
specialization in dynamical systems, noise, and vibrations from
University of Quebec (École de Technologie Supérieure). Her
research aims to develop novel learning algorithms and intelligent
control methods to reduce systems structural instability. Current
research interests include cooperative robotics, automation and
control, cyber-physical systems, and intelligent structural health
monitoring. Dr. Nili is teaching Dynamics.
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Aravinthan Recognized for
Commitment to Teaching

‘In my time as a student, I have never
seen someone like him utilizing all
possible tools in teaching, either
technological or philosophical.’

In his application for Wichita State’s top teaching award, Dr. Vis
Aravinthan does not hesitate to share that he was not always a
good teacher.
In the beginning, as a graduate student, “I was trying to teach
them what I knew and not what they would like to learn,” says
the associate professor of electrical engineering, who received
his PhD from Wichita State in 2010 and joined the faculty here
the following year. He teaches courses in electrical engineering
and power systems.

Several students wrote letters praising his energy and the
level of personal commitment he brings to his role as a faculty
member. “Sometimes I feel that his day does not have 24 hours
like the rest of us,” one PhD student said. “He is like a candle
that consumes himself to light the way for others,” another
student wrote.

“In my initial time as a teacher, I did not understand the
importance of adjusting my teaching materials to meet their
interests,” he said. Now he focuses on increasing student
curiosity, rather than just sharing what he knows.

In 2014, he became advisor to the IEEE Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) honor
society, reviving the university’s defunct chapter. Since then,
WSU’s Epsilon Xi chapter has twice won national outstanding
chapter awards. “He has offered us valuable knowledge and
insight as to how we can move our chapter forward and set up
long and short-term goals,” a HKN member wrote.

This approach—coupled with the personal interest he takes
in students—has made Aravinthan one of the College’s bestregarded teachers, formally recognized in 2018 with the
Academy for Effective Teaching Award. He was previously a
finalist for the award in 2016.

Aravinthan said he will keep striving to improve his teaching so
that all his students not only get good grades but remember
the details for the rest of their lives. “At the moment I feel I
have nothing to learn from others, that would be the moment I
should stop teaching others,” he said.

Established in 1996, the award is given by a group of
outstanding emeriti faculty nominated for membership
by current faculty and staff at WSU. Recipients of the AET
Teaching Award are chosen through a multi-stage process
that involves nominations from current students, a review
of a teaching portfolio, and judging by a committee, which
recommends a winner to the Provost, who makes the
final award.
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“In my time as a student, I have never seen someone like him
utilizing all possible tools in teaching, either technological or
philosophical. He could teach the same material ten times using
ten different approaches and still deliver the concept in the class,”
one former student wrote in support of his award nomination.

Dr. Gergely Záruba Named
New Chair of EECS
Dr. Gergely Záruba is the new chair of the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science. Záruba, who earned a PhD in computer science from the University of Texas at Dallas,
was most recently a professor and director of the undergraduate computer engineering
program at the University of Texas at Arlington. He started at WSU in August 2018.
The EECS department is one of WSU’s largest departments with more than 700 undergraduate
students and 200 graduate students. EECS offers B.S. degrees in electrical engineering,
computer engineering and computer science; M.S. degrees in electrical engineering, computer
science and computer networking; and a PhD in electrical engineering and computer science.
“I am honored to have been selected to join the EECS faculty,” Záruba said. “I look forward to
partnering with the students, faculty, and staff to develop a shared vision to advance this WSU
top-flight department.”
Záruba’s research interests include mobile and pervasive devices and technologies, embedded
systems, health care systems and networking. More specifically, technologies and systems for
healthcare, in-home aging, and people with disabilities; wireless localization, in-home wireless
networking technologies and their performance, optical networking technologies, next generation
wireless networks, network simulation and test bedding. His research has been extensively
funded by industry and government agencies such as the National Science Foundation, National
Institutes of Health, Department of Energy, and National Institute of Justice.
Dr. Záruba follows Dr. John Watkins, who served nine years as the EECS department chair.
Watkins, an expert in the field of control systems, will remain on the WSU engineering faculty
to teach and conduct research.

‘I look forward to
partnering with the
students, faculty
and staff to develop
a shared vision
to advance this
WSU top-flight
department.’

Engineering Technology
Becomes Newest Department
Engineering Technology became the newest department in Wichita State University’s College of
Engineering with formal approval from the Kansas Board of Regents in June 2018.

Dr. Gary Brooking, chair

“Achieving department status is tremendously significant and gives our rapidly expanding program
and our exceptional students and faculty a sense of community that will help students persist to
graduation,” said Dr. Gary Brooking, chair of the new department.

The College of Engineering first began offering a B.S. degree in engineering technology in 2013.
Starting with 14 students, the program now has nearly 140 enrolled students with 54 total graduates. The faculty earned ABET
accreditation for the degree program in 2016, and the program offers four degree concentrations: cybersecurity, engineering
management, mechatronics and civil engineering.
Cybersecurity, the newest four-year degree concentration, includes hands-on learning in a state-of-the-art cyber-range laboratory
in partnership with Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) faculty. The undergraduate program complements the EECS
Graduate Certificate in Information Assurance and Cybersecurity. “We expect Wichita State University to become certified as a
National Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense. The certification is jointly sponsored by the National Security Agency and
the Department of Homeland Security,” Brooking said.
The Department of Engineering Technology’s growth plan includes the introduction of a number of undergraduate certificates that
students can stack together to tailor a four-year degree.
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Research
NASA Provides $750,000 for
Water Systems Research
Efficient and compact cooling and water management
“This research supports advanced cooling, life support
systems are critical to human exploration of space. Two and habitat systems for next-generation space
mechanical engineers at Wichita State University are
technologies by establishing research infrastructures
researching ways to improve cooling efficiency and
in thermo-fluid sciences, manufacturing and
water recycling systems by developing a new device
advanced diagnostics,” Hwang said. The research also
that affects water liquid-to-vapor changes.
has earth-bound applications for Kansas, including
clean energy production, advanced manufacturing
NASA has awarded a $750,000 grant to a research
and food industries, he said.
effort led by Dr. Gisuk Hwang and Dr. Rajeev Nair,
both assistant professors in mechanical engineering,
Specifically, Hwang and Nair are developing a new
to develop more efficient and compact thermal
capillary structure produced by a process called laserand water management systems. Wichita State
based sintering—a kind of 3-D printing that can use
University, Kansas State University and University of
computer-generated drawings to produce parts with
Kansas are also providing a $380,000 grant match,
minute detail. These capillary structures could improve
underwriting faculty and student research time and
thermal and water management systems in spacecraft,
laboratory use.
satellites, spacesuits and space habitats by better
controlling water liquid-to-vapor phase changes.
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Eslami Applies Coding Theory
to Understand DNA Repair
Dr. Ali Eslami, an assistant professor of electrical engineering
and computer science, has received a $134,000 grant from the
University of Kansas Center for Research Inc. for an effort to
apply error-control coding theory to understanding how DNA
repairs itself. The results have potential applications in gene
therapy and cancer treatments.
Living beings, in particular, microorganisms, rely on DNA
mutations for their evolution, Eslami explains. Changes in
the DNA sequence could be a result of random events such
as DNA replication errors, or a result of intentional alterations
introduced by genetic engineering.
A similar phenomenon occurs in telecommunications when
sequences of information are transmitted over a noisy channel,
introducing multiple random errors. To overcome this problem,
communication engineers “encode” each sequence before
transmission, giving them the ability to correct errors later
in the receiver. This is called “error-control coding,” a wellestablished area in communications, which started in 1948
and has been perfected over time, he said.

“There are immense functional similarities between the DNA
correction mechanisms in microorganisms and the error control
techniques used in telecommunications,” Eslami said.“This research
exploits these similarities and combines statistical methods
with the powerful toolbox of algebraic error-control coding
to understand the behavior and evolution of microorganisms.”
Eslami plans to review existing data collected by biologists,
starting from the most well-studied creatures such as E. coli,
to analyze the data and predict what kind of mutations occur,
how frequently, and on what parts of DNA, and how the
network of gene interactions actually fixes the damage.
“After we obtain some strong hypotheses based on our analysis,
we will hopefully test their validity in the lab with the help
of our school's biologists and biochemists,” Eslami said. “We
hope to decipher the code in this part of the DNA. This is the
part that is often damaged in many cancers, leading cells to go
haywire, he noted.

‘There are immense functional similarities
between the DNA correction mechanisms
in microorganisms and the error control
techniques used in telecommunications.’
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RESEARCH

AWARDS

HIGHLIGHTS
In the Cyber-Physical System Security Lab
(CPSSL) led by Dr. Sergio Salinas Monroy,
a graduate student experiments with an
augmented reality headset intended to assist
in manufacturing.

The Wichita Medical Research and Education Foundation awarded Dr. Ramazan
Asmatulu, a professor of mechanical engineering, a grant to study effects of antibacterial
nanocomposite fibers on reducing tooth cavities.

The National Science Foundation awarded Dr. Animesh Chakravarthy, assistant professor
in both aerospace and electrical engineering and computer science, funding for research
intended to allow ground and underwater autonomous vehicles (drones) to navigate in
swarms without colliding with one another.

The U.S. Department of Energy has awarded Dr. Shuang Gu, assistant professor of
mechanical engineering, funding for his research into use of ammonia as an alternative fuel
source. Gu’s research team will demonstrate a method for creating ammonia from air using a
hydroxide-exchange membrane powered by renewable electricity, a more efficient and lower
cost method than is currently used to generate ammonia.
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University of Missouri has awarded Dr. Deepak Gupta, associate professor of
industrial engineering, funding to support the Midwest Industrial Assessment
Center. The center offers manufacturers free energy use assessments by a team
of engineering faculty and students, who identify opportunities to improve
productivity, reduce waste and save energy.

The U.S. Department of Energy has awarded Dr. Vis Madhavan, professor of
manufacturing engineering, $173,400 in funding to study methods of testing
advance manufacturing materials under extreme conditions.

The National Science Foundation has awarded Dr. Vinod Namboodiri, associate
professor of electrical engineering and computer science, $100,000 in funding to leverage
technology to make cities more accessible and safer for people with disabilities and those
who may need the extra assistance finding their way around. The funding supports a
project called CityGuide, a partnership of the City of Wichita, Wichita State and Envision,
a local not-for-profit serving the blind and visually impaired, which would supplement
GPS with the use Bluetooth transmitters to aid navigation.
The U.S. Navy has awarded Dr. Suresh Raju, an associate professor in aerospace
engineering, $1.05 million for a biaxial testing machine to be used for materials testing
that could affect design and certification of fuel storage bladders used in defense
capabilities. Biaxial testing stretches a material in two directions to measure its ability
to resist breaking under tension. The machine will be used by the National Institute of
Aviation Research to support this project, as well as additional federal, state-funded
and industry research needs, according to the project abstract.
The Federal Aviation Administration awarded Dr. Kamran Rokhsaz,
professor of aerodynamics, and Dr. Linda Kliment, associate professor
of aerodynamics, $150,000 in funding to analyze how flight loads and
airframe design affect air tanker performance. This is a three-year
project supporting the United States Forest Service. The goal is to
quantify the aerial fire-fighting environment in which modern heavy
air tankers are flown in order to help estimate their life expectancy.

CNH Industrial awarded Dr. Sergio Salinas Monroy, an assistant professor of computer
engineering, a grant for a proof-of-concept augmented reality application for error-free
machine servicing in assembly plants. The application will run on an augmented reality
headset worn by the operator, who will be guided in all steps for servicing a machine’s
parts and assembly, to ensure the correct part has been serviced.

Oklahoma State University has awarded Dr. Mehmet Bayram Yildrim, professor of
industrial engineering, funding to support the Oklahoma State University-Wichita
State University-University of Arkansas Industrial Assessment Center (IAC), which
provides U.S. Industry with objective technical assistance on how to save energy,
reduce costs and increase productivity.
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Outreach

Meet Ana Lazarin

program. At that time, the COE did not have formal outreach
or recruitment staff, especially to serve underrepresented
students. However, the COE Dean at the time, Zulma ToroRamos, greatly valued reaching out to young students from
underrepresented backgrounds. She created the position of
Director of Programs to Broaden Participation in Engineering
and I decided to apply so that I could impact students that
come from similar backgrounds as myself.
Q. When and why did you become an engineering educator?
I was approached by Samantha Corcoran (another
engineering educator) in 2015 about the opportunity to teach
part-time so that we could share jobs and daycare as we
were both trying to raise our young toddlers. The university
and the COE were very supportive of the idea. It allowed us
to maintain our careers while spending more time with our
young children.

Ana Lazarin is a graduate of the WSU College of Engineering,
a former engineering educator and currently leading our
efforts to increase diversity within the college.
Q. You have a long history with Wichita State. How did
you end up coming here to study engineering?
I chose to transfer from Garden City Community College
to WSU because it was closer to home (Ulysses, KS) and
more affordable. My favorite subject in school was math
and I really liked working on computers so I searched for
careers that included math and computer skills and I came
across computer engineering. I later changed my major
to industrial engineering because I wanted to work with
people directly.
Q. When and why did you begin working for the college
in an outreach role?
I started working for the COE in 2008 during my last
undergrad semester and throughout my Master’s

Q. What is your current job?
I am the Director of Broadening Participation and
Recruitment. My outreach, recruitment and retention efforts
are focused on underrepresented and transfer students.
Q. How is this new role different than your previous roles?
The new role is very similar to the first role focusing
on students from underrepresented backgrounds. The
difference is that I have more responsibilities including: all
transfer recruitment, dual advising, articulation agreements,
etc. and I also supervise three outreach and recruitment
professional staff.
Q. What is the main thing that makes you want to come to
work every day?
Being able to make a difference, impacting someone else’s
life in a positive way, especially students who come from
disadvantaged backgrounds. Helping others.
Contact Ana Lazarin with questions about recruiting and
programs for underrepresented students at (316) 978-7689
or ana.lazarin@wichita.edu.

PLTW Classrooms Award WSU Credit
When Wichita State College of Engineering started
promoting the pre-engineering curriculum offered by
Project Lead The Way (PLTW) in 2008, just seven high
schools were participating. WSU secured nearly $2.2
million in grant funding that it passed on to schools to
help with teacher training, equipment and startup costs.
Rapid growth followed as more high schools added PLTW
pre-engineering curriculum; middle schools followed in
2009 and elementary schools in 2015. As a result, today
PLTW pre-engineering curriculum is currently being
taught in 252 Kansas schools.
Wichita State College of Engineering is building on
this success by strengthening ties to PLTW classrooms
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through regular visits by WSU students and opportunities
for high school students to earn college credit toward
WSU engineering degrees.
Hundreds of high school students have already taken
advantage of the PLTW College Credit program, which
awards college credit to high school students who
complete certain PLTW courses taught by instructors
certified as PLTW adjunct faculty.
These include three courses that count toward WSU
engineering degrees: Introduction to Digital Design,
Engineering Graphics and Introduction to Engineering.
Students pay only a $25 one-time application fee plus
$50 per credit hour, with no additional fees.

College Supports Additional Camps
to Grow Reach
For more than 10 years, the WSU College of Engineering has
hosted hundreds of children at its own annual summer camps. To
extend its reach, the College is also providing support to summer
camps aimed at unique audiences.
In 2018, the College supported Level-Up, a camp for visually
impaired high school students, and Camp Destination Innovation,
an entrepreneurship-themed camp for minority teens who would
be the first in their families to attend college.
Level-Up, sponsored by Envision, attracted more than 80
participants from 11 states to a six-day program focused on
preparing visually impaired students to succeed in colleges and
careers.Technology-focused jobs in coding, robotics, programming
and aeronautics are a particular focus of the agenda—and that’s
where the WSU College of Engineering comes in.
Level-up campers took part in an aeronautics project, led by
Dr. Scott Miller, chair of the Aerospace Engineering Department,
a robotics project led by Dr. Gary Brooking, chair of the Engineering
Technology Department and a GoBabyGo! project, led by Samantha
Corcoran and Nathan Smith, who teach an engineering service
learning course in which students modify off-the-shelf ride-on
toy cars for kids with disabilities at no cost to families.

The camp draws three dozen students annually, who are
introduced to the concepts of entrepreneurship—identifying a
need for a new product and learning how to produce, market and
sell that product. Campers present their product concepts at a
culminating trade show.
But perhaps most importantly, according to camp director
Marquetta Atkins, campers spend three weeks being introduced
to people, places and experiences designed to ignite their
imaginations. “We want them to become comfortable being in
spaces they may have never been in,” Atkins said.
For example, campers last summer visited Wichita Regional
Chamber of Commerce, the Kansas Leadership Center, Koch
Industries and MakeICT, and shadowed individual entrepreneurs
in their workplaces.

“We look forward to continuing both partnerships and the
opportunity to bring more engineering into the camps’ curriculum
next year,” said Polly Basore Wenzl, who leads summer outreach
for the College of Engineering.
To see the 2019 Engineering Summer Camp schedule and register,
visit wichita.edu/engineeringcamps2019

“We pushed the boundaries of what people think children with
visual impairments can do,” said Hannah Christenson, support
program coordinator at Envision. “We had students using drill
presses, band saws, soldering, re-wiring, coding—and that was
all in addition to the tech skills we teach every year.”
For Camp Destination Innovation, the College of Engineering
provided classroom space and laptops for the three week
camp, as well as lectures on the intersection of engineering and
entrepreneurship by Dr. Brooking and students in the University
Innovation Fellows program.

Participation is growing. In fall 2017, 34 students in the
Wichita metro-area received credit through the program;
another 118 enrolled in spring 2018. The program was
expanded in fall 2018 to include PLTW students in the
Oklahoma City metro area, part of the university-wide
initiative to recruit future students from there. Out of 114
enrolled last semester, 33 were from the Oklahoma City area.
In addition, WSU College of Engineering supports PLTW
programs by sending our students to assist in middle and high
school classrooms. Engineering and computer science majors
who work for the “SEEDS” K-12 Outreach program made
weekly visits to PLTW classrooms at Wichita’s Northeast and
North High Schools, while a group of biomedical engineering
majors led a project at Hadley Middle School.
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Alumni
Timothy Unruh

Former DOE Official Sees Encouraging
Energy Outlook

After completing his PhD in electrical engineering at Wichita State in
1992, Dr. Timothy Unruh embarked on a career as a specialist in green
energy, in both industry and government.
The experience allowed him to develop a special expertise involving
both, whereby governments can invest in energy efficiency upgrades
with no upfront cost, through a financing arrangement that allows
future savings to cover the costs.
The arrangement is at the heart of his current job as executive director
of the National Association of Energy Service Companies, which
represent companies that provide this to local, state and federal
government agencies, and to commercial and industrial customers,
seeking to trim energy costs.
Previously, he worked for eight years at the U.S. Department of
Energy, rising to the level of deputy assistant secretary over The
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.
Unruh showed a number of slides demonstrating tremendous gains in
energy efficiency brought about by new technology—and the savings
to government that can result—at a presentation for WSU students
hosted in October 2018 by IEEE.
“How many of you remember the energy crisis of the 1970s?” he asked
the students, before laughing at his realization none of them were
born yet. Unruh explained that during the energy crisis, brought on
by a lack of access to foreign oil, Americans were asked to live “cold,
dark and slow”—by turning down thermostats, unscrewing every other
light bulb, and driving no more than 55 mph to save energy. Unruh,
who also completed bachelor’s and master’s degrees in electrical
engineering, recalled how dark Wallace Hall seemed during that era.
Today, Unruh said saving energy need not mean suffering because
new energy efficient technology—think LED light bulbs, for example—
allows for more light, heat and speed from reduced energy use. As
a result, Unruh said U.S. federal buildings are using about half as
much energy in 2016 as they did in 1975. Americans should also be
encouraged, Unruh said, that the percentage of power supplied by
renewable sources such as wind and solar continues strong and
steady growth, including in Kansas.
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Alumna Pledges
Estate Gift for
Female Engineers
Many things influenced Barbara Minor’s life—family,
friends and mentors, to name a few. But equally
powerful was a college experience at Wichita State
University that opened her eyes to opportunities that
would transform her life.
When an aunt dropped her off at Grace Wilkie women’s
dormitory on the WSU campus, Minor stepped into an
unfamiliar environment. The youngest of seven children
whose parents farmed near Medicine Lodge, she had grown
up poor. She recalls having three dresses to her name (“one
new and two hand-me-downs”) and living in a house
that got electricity when she was in high school. Grace
Wilkie was the first place she lived with running water.
However, she was rich in other ways, with parents who
valued education and a cousin who convinced her to
dream big. She enrolled at WSU, majored in engineering
and embarked on a career in the nuclear industry, including
years spent at Wolf Creek nuclear plant. She received her
bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering and later a
master’s degree in aeronautical engineering in 1987.
Now retired, Minor and her husband, Michael, who live
in Lynchburg, Virginia, are trying to make it easier for
other low-income students. They have pledged a gift of
$1 million from their estate to endow the Barbara and
Michael Minor Engineering Scholarship.
“If you help one student through college, you’re doing so
much more than changing just that one life,” Minor says.
“You’re also touching all the people in their life—their
children, their parents, their community. We hope this
scholarship does that many times over.”
Minor chose to pursue engineering partly because of
experiences growing up on a farm where she helped her
father repair and rebuild machinery. She was often the
only woman in her engineering classes, so she hopes the
scholarship will target female students.
Source: WSU Foundation’s “Horizon”

Khalid Raza, giving the 2016
WSU College of Engineering
commencement address.

‘It’s about encouraging
people who want to do
things in life but don’t
think they have an
opportunity because
of the cost.’

Khalid Raza Pays Forward Help
He Received as a Student
Khalid Raza recalls having about $20 to his name when he
bumped into one of his engineering professors at Wichita State
and asked him about the chances of getting some work in the
summer of 1991.
“Look, I’m going to get you some work for summer and fall,”
Hamid Lankarani reassured Raza. “Don’t worry. I’ll help you.”
Those words gave Raza the thing he needed most at that
desperate moment—hope. And the graduate assistantships that
followed helped him stay on course to graduate in 1992 with a
master’s degree in industrial engineering.
Fast forward 25 years to 2017, the year Raza and the cofounders of a cloud-based networking company called Viptela
sold it to Cisco for $610 million. Now Raza, a pioneer in
developing software-defined wide area networks that provide
cost-effective connectivity for businesses, is investing some of
his wealth in projects that make the world a better place. And
he hasn’t forgotten Wichita State.
Raza and his wife, Nabeela, have pledged $700,000 to support
the College of Engineering in three areas: $500,000 for
scholarships for high-achieving students with financial need;
$100,000 to help international students attend engineering
summer camps at Wichita State; and $100,000 to create a
graduate assistantship named in Lankarani’s honor.
“I owe it to Wichita State,” Raza said when asked what
motivated him to make the philanthropic gift. “Whatever
you are in life, your educational institution had an impact. If
you accomplished something, you need to give back to the
institution that helped you get there.”

Now, Raza wants to be there for students who show great
potential but face financial challenges that threaten to derail
their education.
“It’s about encouraging people who want to do things in life
but don’t think they have an opportunity because of the cost,”
he says. “Kids like that deserve to go to college and lift their
families up and contribute to society.”
Raza’s connection to Wichita State extends beyond his student
days. One of his first jobs after graduating was with Cisco, an
industry leader in networking. He helped the company establish
a lab at Wichita State where students got hands-on experience
troubleshooting and diagnosing system problems around the world.
“That lab was the first step to introducing WSU students to
the larger networking world, and a lot of students ended up
going to work for Cisco,” said Raza, who hopes to help the
College of Engineering establish a new Cisco lab that would give
today’s students similar real-world exposure. Raza has joined
Cisco to help it show companies how the networking software
developed by Viptela can help them.
Raza stays connected with Wichita State in other ways. He was
the 2016 commencement speaker for the College of Engineering,
bringing his wife and three children with him to Wichita. And
he keeps in touch with his professors, including Lankarani, still
on the college’s faculty and a senior fellow for the National
Institute for Aviation Research.
Source: WSU Foundation’s “Horizon”
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First-Generation Students Celebrated
In November 2018, WSU College of
Engineering held an event to celebrate our
students who are the first in their families
to seek a college degree. Wichita State has
a high rate of first-generation students
overall—45 percent of all undergraduates.
There are 747 first-generation students in
the College of Engineering, about 33 percent
of our undergraduate students.
Without family role models to lead the way,
first-generation students face greater

challenges in becoming admitted, financing
and persisting through college.
“They don’t have anyone in their family
that can guide them through the process,”
said Ana Lazarin, Director of Broadening
Participation and Recruitment.
Lazarin, who received her bachelor’s in
industrial engineering from WSU in 2008, is
one of a dozen COE faculty and staff who
understand these challenges as first-generation
college graduates themselves. This group

includes our new dean, Dr. Dennis Livesay,
and two of our department chairs, Dr. Gary
Brooking of Engineering Technology and Dr.
Michael Jorgensen of Biomedical Engineering.
WSU is equipped to help first-generation
students through understanding personnel,
mentoring, tutoring and scholarships. “Our
access-oriented mission is one of our most
important roles,” said Livesay, “and I’m
proud to work with my colleagues to help
make the transformational impact of a
university education available to all.”

